Scary Idea: Was COVID-19 Planned?
You might be thinking that it’s fake but hear me out. Here are three reasons think Covid19 was planned.
First, COVID-19 was “claimed” to be leaked from a high-security lab in Wuhan, China.
In this world, there are only three of these labs. The labs are highly monitored and
secured with guards guarding the place all day. The people working there are highly
trained and smart people with years of experience. You might be thinking it’s just a
mistake, but you’re wrong here. The only way that the COVID was leaked, is if a person
working in the lab, brought the sample outside, passed all the guards, then infected a
person with it. The amount of time for this to happen is just too big. Plus the lab hasn’t
been accused of suspicious activity over the 15 years.
Second, in 2017 and 2018, major purchases were made that sparked major red flags.
These countries bought the “COVID diagnostic test.” The countries who bought the
items were all listed in the group, Group Of Sevens. After growing a relationship, they
have gained trust for each other. In the 47 times, they have met it is bound one of them
was to plan COVID. What are these items for? Why did these countries buy the kits
before the pandemic actually started? How did they buy COVID Test Boxes? When
were these things manufactured?
Third, before the pandemic started, Bil gates hosted a simulation of a pandemic to
practice in case a real one actually happened. The wording “Simulation” is an odd word,
implying that it actually happened before or will using a reference. Since Bill Gates
referenced the simulation to be more like SARS, why did he make the simulation 15
years after SARS happened? It is oddly suspicious because he could’ve held the
simulation before when the people are becoming comfortable with what used to be what
was normal. Why right before a pandemic? Did bill gates know about the pandemic?
Later he denies any connection to the simulation. He said in an interview with BBC that
“Now here we are. We didn’t simulate this, we didn’t practice, so both the health policies
and economic policies, we find ourselves in uncharted territory.” Why did Bill Gates
deny that he had any connections to the event, even when there’s loads of evidence?
Coincidence? I say not.
Fourth, Countries that want more power or implement something over the time of
COVID-19. Just search up New laws COVID-19, and you will be bombarded with new
rules left, right, and center. Another big factor is people taking more control over the
government. Some examples are riots, marches, and the media, but with the new
implemented rules, no huge gatherings, and the media mods being extra cautious about
posts, none of the things that brought the people power are now tolerated.

